
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 

1. Create a card blank from kraft card to measure, 20 x 18cm and place in front of you with the fold at the top. 

2. Cut a piece of canvas paper to measure 19 x 17cm and apply a light coat of Picket Fence Distress Paint over the surface. Heat dry. 

3. To create the look of weathered whitewash wood, dry brush a small amount of Weathered Wood Distress Paint over the top of the 

painted surface, to create the look of the woodgrain. Once again heat dry the painted surface before adding more depth of colour by adding 

small amounts of Gathered Twigs and Hickory Smoke Distress Crayons. Blend out the crayons using your fingertip and a baby wipe. 

4. Attach small torn pieces of the Symphony Tissue Tape to the background. 

5. Use a blending tool to ink around the edges with Walnut Stain Distress Ink. 

6. Mix some of the Art Stones into a small amount of Matte Gel and apply the mix around the outside of the painted card. Allow the mixture 

to dry completely before applying a Picket Fence Distress Paint over the top. Dry the paint and then using your fingertip, lightly pounce a 

small amount of Weathered Wood over the top of the stones. 

7. Matt the card onto a piece of kraft card, slightly larger in size. Wrap some twine in a criss cross pattern, wrapping it around the bottom 

section of the card layers and securing the ends at the back of the card. 

8. Mount the matted layers onto your card blank using foam pads. 

9. Cut a piece of watercolor card, 13cm square and ink up the Good Neighbors stamp with Jet Black Archival Ink. Stamp the image centrally 

onto the cardstock. 

10. Scribble small amounts of color onto a non-stick craft sheet using Distress Marker Pens. Pick up the colors with a paint brush and 

watercolor the stamped image, blending the colors to create light and shade. Heat dry the watercolored image thoroughly. 

11. Apply a small amount Broken China Distress Stain to your craft sheet. Apply some water to the stain and using a brush, pick up the stain 

and apply a wash to the background of the image, leaving a white border of card around the outside. Again dry thoroughly. 

12. Doodle a squiggly border around the outside of the stamped image using black Fude Ball Pen. 

13. Distress the edges of the card and matt onto a piece of kraft card, leaving a border around the outside. 

14. Add small amounts of Picket Fence Distress Paint around the edge of the kraft card. 

15. Mount the stamped image onto the top section of your background, using foam pads to attach it. 

16. Use Jet Black Archival Ink to stamp the “Make A Wish” wording onto a piece of white card and cut it out. Attach the message to the 

central point of the crossed twine.  

17. Die cut some branch foliage using the Layered Flower Die and ink with Peeled Paint Distress Ink. Attach the foliage around the message. 

18. As a finishing touch, add some seed beads and sequins from the 28 Lilac Lane Embellishment Bottle and attach them with Glossy 

Accents, placing them onto the sky blue background ,around the stamped image. 

 

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Emma Williams 

Penny Black Products Used: 40-439 Good Neighbors, 51-207 

Layered Flower, 30-283 Snippets 

Additional Products: White Canvas Paper; Kraft Card; Watercolor 

Card; Tim Holtz Weathered Wood, Picket Fence and Black Soot 

Distress Paint; Tim Holtz Set 3 Distress Crayons; Tim Holtz Broken 

China Distress Stain; Tim Holtz Symphony Tissue Tape; Tim Holtz 

Walnut Stain and Peeled Paint Distress Inks; Twine; Jet Black 

Archival Ink; Tim Holtz Distress Marker Pens; 28 Lilac Lane Cotton 

Candy Embellishment Bottle; Ranger Black Fude Ball Pen; Prima 

Marketing Soft Matte Gel;Prima Marketing Mini Art Stones and Art 

Stones 

 

 

 


